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Local Penrith business woman named as Finalist in the 2015/2016
Altitude Awards
Katherine Hawes of Aquarius Lawyers (http://www.newagelegalsolutions.com.au/) has
been named as a Finalist in this year’s Women with Altitude Awards in the category of
Soaring Solo. This award is for the best Micro Business of the year. It recognises sole
operator businesses that are doing it all on their own and are already at the top of their
game.
Aquarius Lawyers has been operating for 18 years and provides fixed price legal solutions
for individuals and businesses.
After being nominated as a Finalist, Katherine stated:
“Every business and every individual deserves excellent low cost legal advice. With my
fixed priced packages, there are no surprises to my clients and also no expensive charging
by the minute. This ensures that anyone, regardless of their situation, can have access
tailored legal advice'
The Altitude Awards are presented by Women with Altitude and provide an opportunity to
acknowledge women who have made outstanding contributions as business owners,
volunteers, employees, creative thinkers and leaders.
Women with Altitude founder, Andrea Turner-Boys, explains, “We look forward to this time
each year when we celebrate and champion the achievements of women and their unique
contributions. Each finalist has been chosen for outstanding work in their field and will be
recognised at a cocktail party in Penrith on 4th April.”
An independent judging panel adjudicates the awards, and winners of each category will be
announced at a Gala Awards Ball on Saturday 23rd April at the Liverpool Catholic Club.
The awards are sponsored by York Jewellers, the Commonwealth Bank and Control Your
Business. There are 16 award categories and at the Gala Awards Ball, the overall Business
Woman of the Year will be awarded from the field of 15 category winners.
For information about the Altitude Awards or Women with Altitude contact:
Andrea Turner-Boys, Women with Altitude
0414 348 377
andrea@womenwithaltitude.com.au
For an interview, or for more information about Aquarius Lawyers, contact: Lisa
Phillips lisa@prforentrepreneurs.net.au
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